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*e Internet of Underwater *ings (IoUT) has lately gained popularity as a means of facilitating a wide range of underwater
applications. In the IoUT, underwater communication is best accomplished by the usage of acoustic waves, whereas the terrestrial
communication between the surface sinks and the on-shore control stations is typically achieved using radio waves. As a result, the
greatest portion of an IoUT is enabled by the underwater acoustic sensor network (UASN), where the specific issues provided by
the use of acoustic waves, the underwater node mobility, and the localization difficulties have yet to be addressed. In this paper, we
discuss the challenges faced by the IoUT in terms of the currently proposed routing protocols and propose a Directional Selective
Power Routing Protocol (DSPR) to cope with most of these challenges.*e proposed protocol (i.e., DSPR) uses the angle of arrival
and the sender depth information to find the best direction to the surface sink. In addition, the DSPR uses selective power control
to enhance the delivery ratio and ensure connectivity while reducing energy consumption. To testify the performance of the
proposed protocol, intensive simulation experiments have been conducted. *e simulation results show that the proposed DSPR
protocol outperforms two variations of the fixed directional routing (DR) protocol and the variable power depth-based routing
(VDBR) protocol in terms of energy consumption and delivery ratio. For instance, the proposed DSPR protocol achieves at least 8
times enhancement in energy consumption compared with VDBR. In addition, DSPR saves around 30% of energy consumption
over the DR protocols when the network is mobile. Moreover, the DSPR protocol acquires a delivery ratio above 90% for static/
dynamic scenarios in both sparse and dense networks.

1. Introduction

Recent years have witnessed a rise in the usage of Internet of
things (IoT), where smart devices from different heteroge-
neous systems are connected to exchange data and form one
homogeneous large system. *e IoTs have been extended to
include the underwater networks deployed in submarine
environment such as oceans, seas, etc. *is extension is
uniquely identified as the Internet of underwater things
(IoUT). *e IoUT is a promising technology that connects
around 72% of the Earth surface with the land-connected
Internet. In addition, this promising technology will serve
many potential applications such as environmental moni-
toring, undersea explorations, disaster prevention, military

submarine tracking, and oil industry [1]. *ese applications
require the deployment of smart underwater system which
uses a mishmash of acoustic, radio, and optical waves for
communications. It is worth mentioning that the optical
waves suffer sever attenuation in the underwater environ-
ment. Henceforth, it can only be utilized at extremely high
frequencies in the range of THz or in shallow water ap-
plications. Furthermore, the optical waves mandate a clear
and precise Line of Sight (LOS), which is hard to achieve in
marine environment [2]. In addition, the optical wave
characteristics varies according to the water content, the
temporal changes produced by turbulence, and other en-
vironmental variables. However, the underwater radio
communication often operates at frequencies ranging from a
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few kHz to hundreds of MHz, providing high data rates and
low propagation delays [3]. Nevertheless, the radio waves
suffer from significant attenuation at high frequencies and
require the use of large and expensive antennas at low
frequencies. As a result, the radio waves have been inves-
tigated in the communication between the surface sinks,
buoys, and the offshore infrastructure. Additionally, the
radio waves have been utilized in the shallow regions for
real-time underwater applications, which require short la-
tency and large bandwidth. Another communication tech-
nology called magneto inductive (MI) has been proposed as
a carrier for data communication in underwater wireless
sensor networks. Albeit the MI technology does not suffer
from multipath fading, scattering, and signal propagation
delay, it is only efficient for shallow water applications at
distances up to 40m [4].

According to the aforementioned limitations of radio,
optical, and MI systems, acoustic waves are extensively
employed as an alternative carrier for data communica-
tion in deep underwater environments. *e key charac-
teristics of acoustic waves include the low attenuation that
allows signals to travel long distances without losing data.
However, the main drawback of acoustic waves is long
propagation delays and limited bandwidth. Fortunately,
most underwater networks are used to send small sized
packets to the surface or to the on-land Internet that
represent the sensory data. *us, the limited bandwidth
imposed by the acoustic waves is no longer a significant
communication barrier.

*e key contribution of this work is twofold. Firstly,
we highlight the challenges imposed by acoustic waves
usage in IoUT communication. In addition, we discourse
the effect of underwater nodes mobility patterns on the
design of successful routing protocols [5, 6]. Secondly, we
propose a reliable and energy-efficient routing protocol
named directional selective power (DSPR) to combat the
challenges of IoUT. In the DSPR protocol, the underwater
nodes do not need the three-dimensional position of
themselves or other nodes within the network. *e un-
derwater nodes communicate their sensed data in the
direction of the nearest sink by employing the arrival
angle of the acoustic signal [7, 8]. Furthermore, we
combine the directional approach by a selective power
control to maintain the network connectivity [9]. *us, we
increase the delivery ratio and enhance the overall net-
work reliability. Moreover, the DSPR protocol is appli-
cable for both sparse and dense networks as it can cope
with the mobility of underwater nodes.

*e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the main features of the Internet of underwater
things and the key issues that result from the acoustic wave
utilization, the nodes mobility, and the difficulty of locali-
zation within the three-dimensional underwater architec-
ture. Section 3 summarizes the main locations unaware
routing techniques used for underwater acoustic sensor
network (UASN) and the IoUT. Section 4 presents and
analyzes the proposed routing protocol.Section 5 presents
and illustrates the simulation results. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper and gives directions for future work.

2. Challenges for Efficient Communication in
Internet of Underwater Things

As was previously mentioned, an IoUT is enabled mainly by
the use of UASN. In this type of network, smart underwater
sensor nodes, autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV), and
remotely operated vehicles (ROV) have been introduced to
the research and industry communities to facilitate various
underwater applications [10]. *e smart underwater sensor
nodes are often equipped with several types of sensors, an
acoustic modem, and other smart features. *ese nodes may
record various observed data and selectively send them to a
surface sink. In general, the surface sink is equipped with
both acoustic and radio modems to connect the undersea
world to the terrestrial Internet and hence forms the IoUT.
Figure 1 illustrates an example of an IoUT where acoustic
wireless links are used as a communicationmedium between
a surface sink, a set of underwater nodes, and an autono-
mous underwater vehicle [1]. *e communicated data are
then relayed by the surface sink to a satellite station or to on-
shore control centers using radio links. *e upcoming
subsections present the challenges and crucial issues for
efficient communication in the IoUT.

Like IoT, the performance metrics such as reduced
energy consumption, reliability, and shorter end-to-end
delays are the main concerns for designers of the IoUT
protocols. Unfortunately, there are different communication
challenges in the underwater environment than that of the
terrestrial environment. *erefor, to improve the overall
network performance, different performance and special
design factors are to be considered.*esemetrics include the
unique characteristics of acoustic waves, the deployment
architecture, the high energy requirements, the mobility of
underwater nodes, and the localization difficulty [1, 11].
Table 1 compares the unique characteristics and challenges
experienced by the designers of IoUTwith those experienced
by IoT.*e next subsections elaborate more on each of these
challenges.

2.1. Acoustic Wave Communication. *e acoustic waves
compromise the largest part of communications in the
underwater world. *e radio waves are still the dominant
medium for communication between surface sinks and the
on-land control stations. Needless to say, the acoustic waves
have their own set of challenges, such as the limited
bandwidth and the slow propagation speed (1500m/s). *is
speed is five times slower than that of radio waves. *e
acoustic signal speed is also affected by different water
characteristics such as salinity, depth, and temperature. *e
effect of these characteristics is more noticeable near the
shore or in the shallow water, where salinity and temper-
ature vary greatly. In deep oceans, these variations are
limited and hence the acoustic signal speed is almost fixed.
*e depth of water is another factor that impacts the sound
speed where it increases by the increase in water pressure.
*erefore, in deep underwater communications where the
acoustic waves are required to travel for distances up to a few
kilometers, the slow speed of sound results in huge
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propagation delays [3, 12]. Hence, for time sensitive IoUT
applications, optimized delivery techniques in the presence
of such long delays are required. It is either done by re-
ducing the control packet exchange in multihop routing or
by using one or more AUVs for data collection in a timely
manner [13].

*e acoustic waves suffer from absorption loss that is
directly affected by the imperfections of the water medium,
the frequency used by acoustic transceivers, and the distance
traveled by the acoustics signal. *e absorption loss of both
radio and optical waves is much higher than that for acoustic
waves [12]. Moreover, the multipath propagation can se-
verely affect the acoustic based communication in under
water medium. For instance, in the shallow water envi-
ronment, the multipath arrivals of reflected signals are
caused by the surface or bottom of the deployment region. In
deep water, the multipath propagation can occur due to the
refraction induced by changing the acoustic wave speed [3].
*ese challenges are usually overcome by the modem de-
signs according to the physical layer level. However, the
effect of multipath propagation may be mitigated at other
protocol layers [14].

2.2. Deployment Architecture and Energy Efficiency. *e
deployment architecture of underwater sensor networks is
inextricably coupled with the application requirements. For
example, in some applications, the sensor nodes are

deployed in a two-dimensional centralized topology at the
seabed. A highly efficient node (gateways) collects data
from sensor nodes and forwards it to the surface sink
directly via a single hop. Other applications might use
multihop communication to interact with one or more
surface sinks that require the deployment of sensor nodes
in a three-dimensional architecture at various depths. *is
will lead to categorizing the UASN deployments into either
a two-dimensional or a three-dimensional architecture.
*e deployment strategies can also be classified as static if it
is performed once at the network setup or dynamic/
adaptive if a redeployment decision is made during the
network operation. Pompili et al. in [15] discussed the two
architectures and investigated the problem of achieving
maximal coverage with the lowest sensor count. *ese
architectures were combined with multiple sink architec-
ture to efficiently reduce delay, decrease energy con-
sumption, and alleviate the limited bandwidth problem in
acoustic communications [16]. *e static deployment was
illustrated by many frameworks and thus, many solutions
were proposed for the underwater sensor network de-
ployment. *e dynamic node deployment strategies, on the
other hand, are required to encounter the mobility of
underwater nodes [11, 17, 18]. Nevertheless, dynamic
deployment necessitates physical relocation of nodes and
continuous update of nodes positions. *erefore, the
mobility handling at the protocol layer stack is less ex-
pensive than dealing with it via dynamic deployment.

It is worth noting that the underwater nodes are battery
powered. Henceforth, conserving their energy is a crucial
requirement. *is requirement has risen since most un-
derwater node’ deployment is done in remote underwater
regions. *us, replacing the battery of these nodes is difficult
or infeasible. Furthermore, the acoustic modems require
higher power than the radio modems, which can be in the
order of watts compared to milliwatts for the radio modems.
As a result, an underwater network protocol should pri-
oritize energy efficiency while maintaining reliable
connectivity.

2.3. Mobility and Localization. In the underwater settings,
the node movement is unavoidable, negating the benefits of
static-based methods proposed for terrestrial WSN. As a
result, resilience to mobility should always be considered
while designing efficient routing protocols [19]. In the AUVs
and remotely operated vehicles (ROVs), mobility is super-
vised and controlled. On the other hand, the floating un-
derwater sensor nodes are affected by uncontrolled mobility
due to the water currents and dispersion that is also
influenced by water temperature and varies with depth. In
the UASN, simulating and predicting the performance of a
given protocol requires precise modeling of nodes’ mobility.
*is is because the node movement in a particular undersea
environment is not completely random. *us, customized
mobility models such as the meandering model and the tidal
mobility model have been used for modeling the movement
of the underwater nodes [20, 21]. *e tidal model is better
suited in offshore locations where tides are the primary
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Figure 1: An architecture for IoUT.

Table 1: IoUT vs IoT features and challenges.

Feature IoUT IoT
Communication
medium Acoustic waves Radio wave

Propagation speed 1500m/s 2 × 108 m/s
Transmission range 100–10 000 meters 10–100 meters
Localization Expensive algorithms Cheap with GPS

Modem Expensive large/
acoustic

Cheap small/
radio

Transmission power Up to 10 s of watts In milliwatts
Data rate In 10’s of kbps In Mbps
Deployment
architecture Mostly 3D Mostly 2D

Mobility Affected by water
current Easily tracked
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driver of water movement, whereas the meandering one is
used in the deepwater environments. Nonetheless, more
precise prediction models based on the spatial and temporal
correlation of movement patterns in UASN are still needed
[22–25].

When compared to other routing categories, geographic-
based routing protocols have been found to be the most
scalable and efficient for UASN [26]. Nevertheless, the
majority of these protocols need that nodes be aware of their
three-dimensional position [27]. However, in the presence
of mobility, locating nodes in large-scale mobile underwater
sensor networks is a challenge. *is is because the typical
GPS-based approaches cannot operate in the water medium.
*erefore, the localization is typically accomplished using
expensive algorithms, which might cost additional energy
expenditure and time [6, 28]. As a result, location unaware
routing protocols are favored by the UASN.

3. Routing Protocols for the IoUT

According to the aforementioned challenges of under-
water communication, the location unaware routing
protocols are best suited for communication in the un-
derwater part of the IoUT network. *ere have been
various efficient location unaware routing protocols
proposed [29]. However, only a few discussed the suc-
cessful data delivery while maintaining the network
connectivity and saving energy expenditure in the pres-
ence of nodes mobility in the IoUT communication.

One of the location unaware routing protocols proposed
for underwater communication is depth-based routing
(DBR) [30]. In the DBR protocol, the depth information
collected by the pressure sensors is the only dimension used
by the network nodes for data forwarding. *e nodes for-
ward data if the depth of the current node is less than that of
the previous node. *e DBR protocol improves the per-
formance of the dynamic scenarios. However, it still suffers
from void region handling and redundant forwarding with
high energy consumption. To overcome the problem of
energy efficiency in the DBR protocol, an Enhanced Energy
Depth-Based Routing (EEDBR) protocol was proposed in
[31]. In this protocol, a residual energy indicator is used to
achieve energy balancing and efficiency. *e authors of [32]
proposed two variants to enhance the DBR protocol. *e
first variation (or protocol) is an energy efficient one that is
developed to decrease the redundancy of forwarding in the
multiple paths. *e second variation is the directional depth
which is developed to enhance the end-to-end delay. In the
first protocol, energy efficiency is achieved by prohibiting the
nodes in the void region from performing the forwarding
process. Instead, these nodes use the time of arrival ranging
technique to decide on nodes in void regions. Surely, this will
add extra overhead. In the directional DBR protocol, the
nodes use the depth and angle metrics in the holding time
calculations to guide the packets forwarding toward a sur-
face sink via an optimal route. *us, the end-to-end delays
are drastically decreased and the delivery ratio is enhanced as
well. However, in both protocols, the redundancy is reduced
but not eliminated and void region formation is handled via

expensive ranging technique in only one enhancement of the
DBR protocol.

In [33], Adaptive Mobility of Courier nodes in
*reshold-Optimized DBR (AMCTD) protocol is proposed.
To reduce the number of forwarders, the AMCTD sets a
predefined depth threshold for numerous nodes based on
the network density. In addition, the AMCTD relies on a
motorizedmovement of a set of courier nodes to handle void
regions. *erefore, this protocol was not appropriate for
data-sensitive applications. Hence, an Improved-AMCTD
(I-AMCTD) protocol is developed in [34]. *e I-AMCTD
protocol minimizes the end-to-end delay by optimizing the
mobility pattern of the sink. It also varies the depth threshold
in order to increase the number of forwarders to minimize
data loss and enhance the delivery ratio for delay-sensitive
applications. However, like the AMCTD, the locations of
courier nodes are mechanically adjusted and thus, extra
overhead will take place.

A Delay-Sensitive Depth-Based Routing (DSDBR)
protocol was proposed to solve the delay problem in the
depth based routing schemes [35]. Here, the authors im-
plement a delay sensitive holding time and a delay efficient
priority factor. *ese factors reduce the end-to-end delay at
an expense of lowering the throughput. Unfortunately, the
DSDBR protocol was demonstrated only for static scenarios.
In these scenarios, a time-consuming mechanical movement
of courier nodes is used to bypass the void region.

Moreover, an Enhanced location un-aware Channel
Aware Routing Protocol (ECARP) was specifically proposed
for the IoUT [36]. *is protocol is an enhancement of the
channel aware routing protocol [37]. *e ECARP protocol
uses the previously collected information to aid forwarders
in the decision whether to forward the incoming packets or
not. Forwarders in ECARP might select a previous-hop
forwarder even if this hop is not the best. *is selection is
performed to cope with the mobility of the nodes. *is
protocol efficiently forwards useful packets and reduces
energy consumption. In ECARP, the nodes are assumed to
store sensory data and make a comparison before for-
warding decisions. *is comparison will add extra storage
cost and processing overhead. Furthermore, the network
nodes are expected to switch between two power levels to
achieve the same bit error ratio for both control and data
packets.

A localization-Free Interference and Energy Holes
Minimization (LF-IEHM) routing protocol was proposed to
overcome the energy hole problem in multihop routing [38].
*e authors of [38] used the holding time to limit the in-
terference between consecutive Hello packets for forwarders
discovery. Further, a variable transmission range is used by
the sensor node to select forwarders. However, this selection
process relies on the sound pressure value. According to this
value, a forwarder that is not in the direction of the surface
sink might be selected. In addition, it is not clear how the
transmission range of nodes varies. Needless to say, this
range should be directly related to the acoustic modem
power.

In [8], a shortest path routing protocol based on the
vertical angle (SPRVA) is proposed. *is protocol improves
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both energy efficiency and the end-to-end delay by using the
directional approach. *is protocol is similar to the protocol
we proposed as both use the directional approach. In the
SPRVA protocol, the best forwarder is chosen according to
the main priority which is indicated by the residual energy
and the vertical angle between the propagation and the depth
orientations. An alternative priority is utilized when the
main priorities of the candidate nodes are equal. Reduced
delivery ration in a sparse deployment is mitigated by
implementing a recovery algorithm to bypass the nodes in
void regions from participating in the forwarding process.

In an energy efficient routing approach for the IoUTs,
researchers have used terrestrial based adaptive clustering
protocols to enhance the delivery ratio and to reduce the
energy consumption [39]. Here, an extension of a lifetime is
achieved compared with the depth based routing. In general,
the clustering approach provides energy balance, but it
comes at a high cost in terms of communication overhead,
especially, in mobile scenarios.

Authors in [40] introduced an opportunistic routing for
optoacoustic IoUTs.*ey used the directional nature of light
to guide the packet forwarding toward the surface sink.
Unlike our proposed protocol, this protocol is applicable
only for shallow and clear underwater communication.

*e most recent proposed enhancement for the DBR
protocol suggests using the variable power control protocol
to bypass the routing voids [41]. However, the high energy
consumption of this protocol has not been solved yet.

Taking routing decisions based on predicting mobility is
proposed in [25, 42, 43]. However, in order to reduce the
prediction error and obtain high efficiency, a huge input data
should be recorded and analyzed by time consuming
algorithms.

In our work, we consider the unique challenges of un-
derwater environment while focusing on the application
requirements for IoUTs. *ese requirements include in-
creasing the delivery ratio and reducing the energy ex-
penditure in both dense and sparse deployment. *e
proposed protocol is location unaware. In addition, it
combines the directional and the selective power routing
approaches in a three-dimensional mobile network to
handle the void regions and maintain the connectivity.

4. A Directional Selective Power Routing
Protocol for IoUT

*emultihop routing protocols are the best candidate for an
Underwater acoustic sensor network. *ey are usually de-
veloped based on geographical information [5]. In this kind
of routing protocol, the exact location of nodes is a re-
quirement. However, in the underwater environment, nodes
location is obtained by running costly localization tech-
niques [6].*e cost grows exponentially when the process of
finding a location is frequently performed. For instance, in a
dynamic environment, the nodes are susceptible to constant
movement with water currents and thus finding their exact
location at a certain moment seems difficult. In the proposed
location unaware directional selective power routing the
network connectivity is maintained by using the power

control and an optimized shortest path is selected based on
the angle of arrival of acoustic signal.

4.1. Network Architecture. In the proposed protocol, we
assume that an underwater network consists of one or N
surface sinks: S1, S2, . . . , SN. *e surface sinks and the un-
derwater nodes are both assumed to be equipped with an
acoustic modem that is capable of switching to a set of k

power levels. For instance, the power level of node i can be
characterized as Plti ∈ 1, 2, . . . , k. At each power level, the
acoustic signal can be correctly received and detected within
a range specified by the acoustic modem characteristics and
channel equations. All nodes are equipped with on-board
arrays of multiple microphones to determine the arrival
angle of the received acoustic signal [44].

*e proposed routing protocol is subdivided into two
phases; (1) the network setup phase where nodes assign
themselves to a certain sink and select the minimum power
level to choose a set of possible forwarders. (2) *e network
operation phase where the nodes use the initial settings and
can switch back to renew their possible forwarders if the
network is disconnected due to mobility or node failure.

4.2. Network Setup. During network setup, the sink node
will broadcast a Hello packet using its maximum trans-
mission power. A surface sink is usually equipped with an
acoustic transmitter that can send at maximum transmission
power to a distance of up to a few kilometers. *e under-
water nodes which received the Hello packet will record the
angle of arrival (sinkAoA) of each received sink’s along with
its sinkID. Using this information, the underwater nodes will
determine the relative directions toward each of the surface
sinks. Consequently, the underwater nodes will use this
information to determine the directional path toward the
closest sink Si that has the lowest vertical angle of arrival
such as

Si � argmin
(t)

θi − 90
����

����. (1)

Figure 2 shows an illustration of the sink selection
process. Here, a source node S receives two Hello packets
from sink1 and sink2. Accordingly, it will select sink1 as its
final destination since it has a lower arrival angle (i.e.,
θ1 < θ2).

4.3. Forwarder Discovery. *e forwarder discovery step is
performed initially after the network setup. *is step will be
repeated when a sender receive no acknowledgments (Acks)
for data packets due to the network topology change. In this
step, the sender nodes send Hello packets to select the best
forwarders using their minimum transmission power and
sets a timer to receive the acknowledgments. *e timer is
selected to slightly exceed the round trip time required for
the acoustic signal to reach the furthest node in its range.*e
waiting time (wti) for each power level is defined by the
following:
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wti �
2Ri

c
+ δ, (2)

where Ri is the maximum distance at which an acoustic
signal at a power level Pli can be correctly received and
detected, c is the sound speed (1500m/s), and δ is a marginal
time added to slightly exceed the Hello packet transmission
time.

Nodes receiving thisHello packet will reply with an Ack
packet that includes the potential forwarder ID, its sin-
kAoA, and residual energy level. Each forwarder holds an
indicator to the residual energy level. *ese levels range
from 1 to 5 where 1 indicates the least power level, whereas
5 indicates the maximum. A sender node will calculate the
Ack angle of arrival (ackAoA) and compare it with its
sinkAoA. *e senders will select the best possible for-
warders based on two metrics: the angle of arrival differ-
ence for the Ack packet and the sink identification packet
and the residual energy level of potential forwarders. If no
Ack is received before the timer expires, the sender switch
to a higher power level to find forwarders and will again
select the best forwarders based on sinkAoA and ackAoA.
*is step is repeated until the nodes find the correct power
level needed to find the candidate forwarders or until the
maximum power level is reached. Figure 3 shows a sender S

finds two possible forwarders when switching to the power
level associated with range r2. S will then select between n1
and n2 based on the angle of arrival values and the residual
energy level. It is worth mentioning that nodes will be
disconnected if it cannot find neighbors at the highest
available power level. *erefore, the number of power
levels should be carefully selected.

4.4. Forwarder Selection. After the forwarder discovery step,
each sender will maintain a table of possible forwarders with
information extracted from the Ack packet including the
forwarder ID, its ackAoA, and a residual energy indicator.
*e later information consists of multiple values where 1 and
5 values indicate very low and very high, respectively. When
a sender has data to send, it will only look for forwarders

with residual energy indicators above 1. In addition, it will
select the forwarder with the least difference between the
possible forwarder ackAoA and the sender sinkAoA. *is
ensures the minimum directional path toward the sink. *e
residual energy indicator in the forwarder table will be
updated with the forwarders information of the received Ack
packets. If the residual energy of all forwarders is very low
(say at 1), the discovery procedure will be triggered to look
for another set of possible forwarders using a higher
transmission power level.

4.5. Power Control Implementation. To obtain the relative
power values for the selected communication ranges used by
the underwater nodes, we used the acoustics path loss model
presented in [45, 46]. *e relation between the power level
P(l) values and the power spectral density (psd) of a
transmitted acoustic signal Sl(f) over the frequency
bandwidth B(l) is defined by the following:

P(l) � 
B(l)

Sl(f)df. (3)

To simplify the calculation of the proposed protocol, we
consider that Sl(f) are flat over a narrow band bandwidth
B(l). So equation (3) becomes as follows:

P(l) � B(l)Sl(f). (4)

In order for a signal to be correctly received and detected
by an acoustics modem, the signal-to-noise ratio SNR(l, f)

should be greater than a modem specified threshold SNR0.
*is value is affected by the noise level N(f), the attenuation
level A(l, f), and the psd of the signal level Sl(f) that can be
derived from equation (4).*erefore, SNR(l, f) at a distance
l and frequency f can be written as follows:

SNR(l, f) �
P(l)

(N(f)A(l, f)B(l))
. (5)

*e attenuation A(l, f) can be obtained by applying
equation (6) as follows:

A(l, f) � 10 log
A(l, f)

A0
  � k.10 log l + l.10 log a(f),

(6)

S

θ2

θ1

Sink2
Sink1

Figure 2: *e source node S selects its destination as sink1.

θ2

θs

θ1

n1

r1
r2

n2

S

Sink

Figure 3: Two possible forwarders for node S at power range r2.
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where A0 is a unit normalizing factor that represents fixed
losses, a(f) is the absorption coefficient, and k is the
spreading factor defined as 1 for cylindrical, 2 for spherical,
and 1.5 for practical spreading. *e absorption coefficient is
expressed using*orp’s formula that returns a(f) in dB/km
for f in kHz as follows:

a(f) �
0.11f

2

1 + f
2 +

44f
2

4100 + f
2 +

2.75f
2

1000 + f
2 + 0.003. (7)

Additionally, the noise level N(f) is a combination of
different kind of noise such as the ambient noise which is
caused by shipping Ns(f), the waves noise which is caused
by wind Nw(f), the turbulence noise Nt(f), and the
thermal noise Nth(f). Equations (8) to (11) listed below
calculate each individual noise as follows:

10 log10Ns(f) � 40 + 20(s − 0.5) + 26 log10 f

+ 60 log10(f + 0.03),
(8)

10 log10Nw(f) � 50 + 7.5
��
w

√
+ 20 log10 f

− 40 log10(f + 0.4),
(9)

10 log10Nt(f) � 17 − 30 log10 f, (10)

10 log10Nth(f) � −15 + 20 log10 f. (11)

*e N(f) noise can now be computed in log scale by
adding equations (8) to (11). It is worth noting that, for the
deep marine environment, the N(f) noise can be ap-
proximated as follows:

10 log10 N(f) � 50 − 18 log10 f. (12)

As we are interested in finding the required power level
needed to be detected at a distance l, we can rewrite equation
(4) in the following form:

P(l) � SNR(l, f)N(f)A(l, f)B(l). (13)

*e signal-to-noise ratio should be greater than an
acoustic modem specified threshold SNR0 to detect and
decode correctly. Substituting Sl(f) from equation (13) into
(4) gives the required acoustic power as follows:

P(l) ≈ SNR0B3(l)
N(f)

A
−1

(l, f)
. (14)

In acoustic communication, the transducer of an
acoustic modem changes the electrical power Pt in watt to
an acoustic sound power in micro-Pascal (μPa). *e
electrical power of an acoustic modem is a function of the
modem efficiency and the acoustic power P(l) needed to
cover a distance l. Since no transducer is 100% efficient, the
acoustic power is reduced by the transducer efficiency η.
*e relationship between the electrical power and the
acoustic power needed to cover a distance l is defined by the
following:

10 log(ηPt(l)) � 170.8 − 10 log P(l) + DI, (15)

where 170.8 is a conversion factor between electric power
and acoustic power. DI is the directivity index of the an-
tenna, which is equal to zero for the omnidirectional
antenna.

5. Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the proposed routing strategy, we have con-
ducted extensive simulations for different static and mobile
scenarios. In all simulation scenarios, the nodes are assumed
to be uniformly distributed within 1 km× 1 km× 1 km three
dimensional topology. We also adopted the power settings
used in EvoLogic acoustic modem [47]. Nodes are able to set
their transmission power Ptx to a set of values between
5.5watt and 10.2watt that is associated with a set of four
communication ranges 250m, 350m, 500m, and 650m.
Equation (14) is used to find the transmission power used at
each range. *e power value for receiving one bit of in-
formation has been set to Prx � 0.8watt. *e bit error ratio
of acoustic modem has also been set to 10−9. *e data packet
size is 512 bits and the data rate is 30 kbps. *e receiver
minimum signal-to-noise ratio is SNR0 � 30 dB. *e un-
derlying MAC protocol has been used as the underwater
broadcast MAC. We measured the average end-to-end
delays of all packets generated throughout the whole sim-
ulation time which was fixed at 1200 s.*e per bit energy
consumption is defined by the total consumed power over
the total number of delivered data bits. In addition, the total
energy consumption is the sum of all energy dissipated by all
nodes. *e delivery ratio is calculated as the total number of
packets submitted successfully to the sink node over the total
number of packets generated by all source nodes.

5.1. Static Scenarios. Here, we evaluate the performance of
the proposed directional selective power protocol. A com-
parison between the performance of the proposed protocol
and that of the VDBR protocol is performed. We also
compare the performance of the proposed protocol with that
of the other two versions of a directional fixed power routing
using two ranges (500m and 250m).*e two aforementioned
ranges represent two cases where a low range at 250m is
suitable for dense networks, and the 500m works best to
maintain connectivity for the sparse networks. Figure 4 shows
the delivery ratio for the fixed directional routing at the range
of 250m (DR250). Here, one can see that the delivery ratio is
between 20% and 45%. In addition, the achieved ration almost
doubled to that of RD250 when increasing the power range to
500m (DR500). A fixed low communication range (i.e.,
DR250) requires a dense network to maintain the network
connectivity and hence achieves a high delivery ratio.
However, the VDBR and DSPR protocols have a very high
delivery ratio above 92% for all node densities. Furthermore,
the VDBR protocol achieves a slightly better delivery ratio
than the DSPR one. *is is due to the nature of the depth
based routing, which allows multiple forwarders at each step
to acquire higher delivery probability. As a result, the power
consumption is drastically increased.
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Figure 5 shows the end-to-end delays for one sink with
varying nodes density. *e data packets in the DBR250 and
VDBR reach the surface sinks in less time than that of DR500
and DSPR by about 0.2 seconds. *is is due to the fact that
the depth based routing protocols do not employ retrans-
missions for dropped packets and hence data is delivered
faster with no delays. In the DR250, the delivery is scarce,
and it happens only when a sender finds one forwarder
within 250m. *erefore, the probability of collisions that
triggers the time-consuming retransmissions in DR500 is
lowered in DR250. In the DSPR, the extra delay is due to the
time needed to exchange the control packet for the for-
warder and the power range selection. As a result, for the
time sensitive applications, the VDBR protocol is rather to
be used in favour of the DSPR protocol.

Although the VDBR protocol shows a relatively low end-
to-end delay and high delivery ratio, the energy expenditure
is extremely high. Table 2 shows that the energy con-
sumption by the VDBR protocol is around 8 times higher
than that of the DSPR protocol when the number of nodes is
50. Moreover, the energy consumption is 15.7 times higher
than that at 200 nodes. *is excessive energy expenditure is
due to the flooding of multiple copies of the same packet
when the number of nodes in the network increases. In the
directional scenarios, we limit the maximum number of
nodes that can participate in the forwarding process to two
nodes. Each node keeps a record of the forwarded packet IDs
to forbid forwarding the same packet twice. *us, the un-
necessary forwarding is reduced in the DBR protocol.

Figure 6 also shows that using the selective power
routing achieves considerably better energy savings than that
of both fixed case scenarios at the 250m range for both high
and low node densities with more than 40% savings. *e per
bit energy saving achieved by the DSPR protocol is more
than 25% compared to the DR500 when the node densities
get high.

*e proposed routing protocol has also been illustrated
with four sinks. Similarly, the proposed protocol achieves a
noticeable enhancement in both energy and delivery ratios.
Figure 7 shows that the DR500, VDBR, and DSPR protocols
delivery ratios are always above 90%. However, the DR250

protocol achieves a very low delivery ratio. *is is because of
the limited communication range where the senders can
rarely find forwarders. When we increase the number of
nodes (i.e., higher nodes densities), the probability of finding
forwarders increases, and hence the delivery ratio increases
to 46% at 150 nodes.

Figure 8 shows the end-to-end delay with four sinks. One
can see that the end-to-end delay is slightly less than that for
one sink architecture. *is is because having more sinks will
lead to shortening the distances from the underwater nodes
to the surface and thus reducing the propagation delays. *e
other forms of delay are a result of control message exchange
and packet retransmissions that slows the directional
routing protocol compared to the VDBR.
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Figure 5: *e end-to-end delay, one sink, static scenario.

Table 2: Per bit energy consumption VDBR vs DSPR.

Per bit energy 10−3 joule
Routing scheme at 50 node at 100 node at 200 node
VDBR 18.50 32.47 51.04
DSPR 2.22 2.44 3.23
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Figure 6: Per bit energy consumption, one sink, static scenario.
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*e energy expenditure is reduced when using multiple
sinks architecture as shown in Figure 9. DSPR is also shown
to outperforms both fixed directional routing techniques at
DR250 and DR500. More than 20% saving is obtained when
number of nodes greater than 150. *is results from the fact
that in DSPR, nodes tends to use lowest power level needed
to reach forwarders. At low densities energy saving in DR500
is almost the same as in DSPR since both strategies tend to
use the same power range at 500m and hence will consume
same amount of power.

5.2. Mobility Consideration. We ran a set of more experi-
ments to test our technique against directional routing in
dynamic scenarios. For modeling the node mobility, we
adopted the a tidal mobility model where tidal and residual
current fields are used for determining the composite cur-
rent field. *e residual current field is assumed to be an
infinite sequence of clockwise and anticlockwise spinning
eddies, and the tidal field is assumed to be a spatially uniform
oscillating current in one direction [23]. In this model, the
velocity fields in the x and y directions field are approxi-
mated by using the kinematic model as follows:

Vx � k1λv sin e k2x( cos k3y  + k1λ cos 2k1t(  + k4,

Vy � −λv cos k2x( sin k3y(  + k5,
(16)

where Vx and Vx are the speed in the x and y directions. k1,
k2, k3, k5 and λ are parameters related to water environment
factors including bathymetry and tides. In our simulations,
we used the settings for deep underwater environments as in
[22] with an underwater node speed in the range of 1–5m/s.
In DR250 and due to limited communication range, senders
can rarely find forwarders at low node densities. In fixed
scenarios delivery ratio is less than 46% when the number of
nodes is less than 150. When the network is mobile, for-
warders keep moving and get out of senders’ range. Senders
with fixed low power range will suffer updating their for-
warding list and the delivery ration will dropmore. Figure 10
shows that for a mobile network, the delivery ratio in fixed
directional power cases is less than 10% at the 250m range
and is less than 68% when using the 500m range. On the
other hand, the delivery ratio in DSPR is just slightly lower
than that found in a static network situation and remains
over 90% when varying node density. As a result, DSPR is
best suited for mobile scenarios since it improves network
connectivity significantly compared to fixed directional
routing strategies.

*e energy consumption is also advantageous in the
DSPR protocol with more than 80% and 30% saving
compared to the DR250 and the DR500, respectively, as
shown in Figure 11. *e extra energy expenditure in the
DR250 protocol results from increasing the number of hops.
*us, more nodes use lower power levels to participate in the
data packet forwarding. In the DR500 protocol, the collision
domain is high and the extra energy is consumed because of
the retransmissions. *erefore, selecting the best power level
shows an advantage over the other two variations of di-
rectional routing. *is is because the usage of the correct
power level is chosen in accordance with forwarders
availability.

*e advantage of DSPR over other tested static strategies
and the VDBR was also clear when finding total energy
consumption by nodes. Our simulation results showed a
much higher energy expenditure of dynamic case VDBR
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than that for the static case VDBR as shown previously in
Table 2. *e energy expenditure, in this case, was at least 20
times more than the dynamic case of our proposed DSPR.
On the other hand, very low energy consumption was found
with fixed directional routing DR250. *is is due to the fact
no energy is consumed in sending data packets as forwarders
are not actually found at this low range. *erefore, in this
case, we only compare DSPR with DR500 since they tend to
have a comparable delivery ratio. Figure 12 shows that the
total energy expenditure is reduced when the network be-
comes denser as nodes tend to use lower power levels to
reach forwarders. *erefore, collisions and retransmissions
are reduced and the network lifetime in enhanced.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we focused our attention on the issues and
challenges that affect the protocol design for the underwater
part of IoUT network. Increasing reliability by maintaining
connectivity and conserving energy are of the most important
requirements for efficient communication in a dynamic un-
derwater environment. *e unique challenges imposed by the
characteristics of the underwater communication channel
have impacted the underwater routing performance. To
overcome these challenges, we proposed a directional selective
power technique that is location-free, robust to mobility, and
energy efficient. In the proposed technique, we acquire the
simplicity of sender-based angle of arrival forwarding decision
with a practical power control implementation of an acoustic
modem. *e senders in the proposed protocol select the best
forwarder in the direction of the nearest sink via directional
routing. In addition, the sender nodes can switch to use a
higher power level when the network is sparse. *is will help
the acoustic signal to traverse higher distances to locate the
most suited forwarders. Hence, a forwarder is guaranteed to be
found with the least possible power level to reduce the energy
expenditure and maintain network connectivity. Extensive
simulations show enhancements over other protocols re-
garding energy expenditure and delivery ratio for both static
and mobile scenarios, dense or sparse networks, and with one
or multiple surface sink architectures. However, a slight in-
crease in the end-to-end delays is observed as an overhead of
switching to the correct power level and increasing the number
of hops. In future work, an optimization of the number of
power levels is to be conducted to further reduce energy
expenditure and to avoid transmission delay overhead.
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